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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have 20 sales representatives who each has a monthly goal
that measures the number of phone calls made to their 10 key
customers. The managers of the sales representatives want you
to add parent goals that track this activity over the next
three weeks for an internal competition.
You need to use a parent goal to track the team score, and

child goals to track the individual scores.
Which two configurations should you perform? Each correct
answer presents part of the solution.
A. Change the parent goal of each child goal.
B. Create new child goals that all use the same rollup queries.
C. Change the manager of each child goal.
D. Change the goal manager of each child goal.
E. Create a parent goal that has a custom period of three weeks
from today.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation
The goal rollup is done from the bottom of the hierarchy to the
top of the hierarchy. During rollup, the child goal totals are
rolled into the parent goal totals. The ending total for the
root goal at the top of hierarchy is a cumulative sum of all
goal totals in the hierarchy.
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg309258.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the steps in the process of establishing an
OSPFv3 neighbor relationship from the left onto the correct
sequence on the right.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
proc sort data=WORK.CHECK;
by Code;
run;
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

B
D
C
A
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